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* Source: MAFM, Performance is calculated since inception date 23/07/2019.

* Past performance is no guarantee of future results.

* Benchmark is VN-Index.

Top 10 holdings Sector % NAV

Bank for Foreign 
Trade of Vietnam

Financials 8.5%

Vinamilk Consumer Staples 8.0%

Mobile World 
Investment Corp

Consumer Discretionary 6.2%

MaSan Group Consumer Staples 5.1%

FPT Corporation Information Technology 4.3%

Hoa Phat Group Materials 4.3%

Asia Commercial Bank Financials 4.1%

Vinhomes Real Estate 4.0%

Military Bank Financials 3.4%

Vingroup Real Estate 3.3%

Asset allocation by sector (%NAV)

Net Asset Value (NAV)

Valuation date 31/05/2020

NAV (in VND) 451 billion

NAV/Unit (in VND)
8,759.32 

Investment objectives & strategies

⚫ Aim to achieve long-term capital appreciation through capital gains and income

of investments.

⚫ Apply active investment strategy by building portfolio focusing on listed stocks,

registered for trading stocks which have large market capitalization, high liquidity

and IPO stocks in Vietnam.

Fund performance

1 
month
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month
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1 

year
Since 

inception

MAGEF 8.35% -2.31% -10.50% -9.05% N/A -12.41%

VN-
Index

12.40% -2.01% -10.95% -10.04% N/A -12.63%
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Fund information

Portfolio Manager Soh Jin Wook

Type /Asset Class
Open-ended fund 
/ Equity

Custody & Supervisory 
Bank

Standard 
Chartered Bank 
(Vietnam)

Trading Frequency /
Dealing Date

Weekly / 
Wednesday 
(Day T)

Cut-off time
11AM Tuesday 
(Day T-1) 

Minimum amount 
(in VND)

1,000,000

1

* As of 31/05/2020, by GICS 

Fund portfolio

VND 8,759.32 
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Fund manager’s comments for May 2020
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This material is issued by Mirae Asset (Vietnam) Fund Management Co., Ltd and does not constitute a recommendation, offer or solicitation. Although
this material is based upon information that MAFMC considers reliable and endeavors to keep current, MAFMC does not assure that this material is
accurate, current or complete, and it should not be relied upon as such. Therefore, in no event may this material be used as evidence of legal liability for
the client's investment results.

⚫ Market Performance

This time, followers of “Sell in May and go away” took a major blow as Vn-Index became the top performance index of the month

globally with a good close by 12.4% mom. Stock market had positive start in May as Ministry of Finance announced that it was

promoting several solutions for securities market, which included enhancing margin rate for securities industry and allowing some

FDI companies to be listed in stock market in the coming time. While the number of infected or died Covid-19 patients maintained at

high level in May, Vietnam has successfully kept the death reported at 0, even moved to gradually leave its social distancing method

in public transportation industry, encourage domestic tourism and consider opening international flight to important partners as well

as Covid-19 free countries. Support for market also came from Central Bank as they, for the second time in the year, issued the

decision to cut operating rates to support banks in supplying lower cost of capital. Although the Government carefully adjusted

yearly macro target of the country, market participants, mostly domestic, reflected a rather more lively and positive prospect.

Liquidity of market reached two – year high with average daily transaction reached VND 6,140bn (US$264.6mn). Foreign investors

decreased their net selling forces of VND1,135 bn (US$48.9mn) in HSX and VND255bn (US$11mn) in HNX for May equivalent to -

81% mom and -37% mom respectively in two bourses.

⚫ Fund Performance

During the last several months, Vietnam has been successfully in quarantining the pandemic and stepped up to recover its economy.

In order to capture the rebound, we raised equity portion in banking sector, reconstituted the stocks toward holding benefit ones.

Moreover, we increased our equity portion in many different sectors predicting that they will enjoy fruitful when economy back to

track namely retail petroleum sector, utilities, technology, logistic and properties as well as some individual stocks which we believe

could record good business performance in the coming time. Simultaneously, we reduced our portion in retail after reviewing their

business which seems to be still suffered from Covid-19. We also kept maintaining high portion in consumer sector by reconstituting

among the group. Although the increase in banking portion and overweighted consumer did wonderfully for performance this month,

underweighting in properties, basic material and oil & gas sector led MAGEF to overall underperformance by 4.05% compared with

the benchmark.

⚫ Investment plan

Since the formation of bottom in March, Vn-Index has increased more than 30%, marking a quick and strong rebound. However it

will become difficult to maintain such bullish sentiment in the upcoming period as macro data in May reflected difficulty that Covid-19

brought into our economy. In global – wide, though there is some good news relating to specific drugs has been successfully tested

in the US or will be put into treatment in Russia, the post – Covid-19 story recently appear more tensions between major economies.

We believe this volatility presents both challenges and opportunities to Vietnam economy.

During June, we lean toward more correction sessions in this month. Following value investment approach, we see this as our

chance to pick up good long – term fundamental stock. Thus, we plan to continue assessing the general situation as well as

enterprises’ operating activities, preparing for our suitable rebalancing and reconstitution action.
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